
BURY BOROUGH OUTTURN REPORT – QUARTER 3 FOR 2015-16

Performance

Please see attached PDF document which relates to performance in the Borough. 
For this reporting period your focus is drawn to ‘Q3’ 2015/16.

Areas of Concern

Accidental Dwelling fires (ADFs)

There has been an increase of 11% on comparison with 2014/15 figures.

There are areas within the Borough that present most of the incidents for these types 
of fire. They are Radcliffe, Prestwich and St Mary’s. 

Up to the introduction of Safe & Well visits (S&W) Whitefield and Ramsbottom’s 
crews focussed all of their home safety checks in these areas as they accounted for 
50% of all of these incidents.

Cooking incidents make up 60% of ADFs and these are generally caused as a result 
of cooking being left unattended due to occupants forgetting or falling asleep and 
items being placed on electric hobs  e.g. towels, boxes.  Post incident leaflet drops 
and campaigns continue to be carried out. A number of PAIROF referrals have been 
made, and articles have appeared in the local press.

A point to note is the introduction of the new safe and well (S&W) visits. As a result 
of S&W being much more targeted interventions and having a much longer duration, 
it may mean that we do not undertake as many visits to other vulnerable people in 
their homes. There is then a potential for a rise in low level fires. 

One important aspect here is that we have met our target in terms of number of 
people injured by fire. So, an increase in low level fires is more acceptable so long 
as people aren’t getting injured.

We have recently been successful in becoming members of the Safe & Wellbeing 
Board. This has enabled us to further convey the services of GMFRS, the sharing of 
data and facilitated our involvement on a working group aimed at supporting 
‘troubled’ families in the Radcliffe and Bury East areas. This will hopefully show 
future reductions in statistics.

Special Service Calls (SSCs)

There has been a sharp increase in SSCs. The increase in SSCs is largely 
attributable to the medical response. 



A slight rise in the last Quarter was seen for responses associated with weather 
related issues. These included strong winds and the responses seen as a result of 
the flooding over the Christmas period.
Mark Doggett from OBR Area has been seconded onto a Focus Improvement Group 
which will look at SSC increases across the Service and what opportunity exists to 
reduce calls. The Area has also been heavily involved in Road/Drive Safety 
campaigns.

Non Domestic Fires

Non domestic fires have risen by around 11% compare to last year’s figures. In 
Quarter 3 we finished 2 incidents over target. 

There has been a lot of effort by the Prevention teams aligned to the OBR Area in 
context of providing business continuity advice (fire safety related). They have also 
worked hard to mitigate fires in void properties brought about by the current financial 
climate forcing businesses to close thereby resulting in an increase in the number of 
void properties.

Deliberate Primary Fires

Again, unfortunately, a slight increase in statistics across Q3. The ‘hotspot’ areas are 
Radcliffe and Prestwich. 

A lot of work is ongoing in these two areas principally led by the Bury Wider 
Leadership Group as part of their Safer, Stronger Community work. Also, we are 
looking to support a ROC initiative involving youths receiving football coaching, 
Radcliffe is a priority ward for Public Service reform.

False Alarm Due to Apparatus (FADA)

Quarter 3 has been impacted by an issue at Prestwich Hospital resulting in a number 
of repeat false alarms.  A new unit is being built which is nearing completion and as 
a result of this the alarm system is being installed/tested/commissioned which has 
generated a number of unwanted actuations. Additionally the hospital have taken the 
opportunity to carry out further works on existing systems throughout the site, again 
leading to unwanted actuations.  The hospital Fire Safety Manager has been 
informed of the situation and is working with the FSEO to reduce and manage the 
impacts of the building work.  

Areas of good performance

The Borough is performing well virtually across the board in all other KPI’s and 
making good inroads to reducing statistics in ‘problem’ areas. 



Good inroads are being made to reduce the number of Deliberate Fires and we have 
seen significant reductions in Deliberate Secondary Fires in the Borough. 

The continued good working relationship with Bury MBC (Wider Leadership Group 
and Health & Wellbeing Board), GMP at senior level and GMFRS officers on the 
ground is testimony to these figures.

We continue to perform well with the percentage of accidental dwelling fires that 
have a fitted smoke alarm. The corporate target is 80% and Bury Borough has met, 
and exceeded, this target across all three Quarter reporting periods throughout 
2015/15. Again, testimony to the focus of the wider Area Team.

Risk Reduction Work

The Community Safety Manager Jax Effiong continues to work closely with partners 
across the Borough and is realising significant successes with new partnerships and 
information sharing agreements.

Other activity across the Borough:

Fire Safety in the Home Presentations

Mind Space FSITH talk to people with mental health problems in the Bury Area

Presentations regards Prevention Priorities to Senior Staff / Managers in the 
following agencies have taken place:

Assistant Director of Operations ASC- Linda Jackson-Winter Warm Project
Six Town Housing
Head of Public Health- Diane Halton-Winter Warm Project
Health Minds Managers-Referral Pathway for Safe& Well
David Hanley-Adult Safeguarding members review
Maxine Lomax-NHS CCG- Peer Assessment, Safeguarding
Lisa Ince-Falls Manager & Paula Breeze- Falls review

Events and Campaigns:

Safe drive event at The Rock Bury. Event delivered alongside GMP and utilising the 
driving simulator.

Treacle Campaign:

Worked alongside the police and ASBO team from the council treacle covered over 
2000 students from 11 different schools.



Older Persons Day:

Bury team attended an event at Textile Hall Bury. This was a drop in centre which 
was frequented by the local community. Partner agencies also present were age UK, 
Warm homes, Bury adult care. This turned out as a one stop shop where the public 
could go for various issues.

Volunteers – Bury, Oldham & Rochdale 

October

Hours generated – 785 

Within those hours we completed 68 hours on the bikes for treacle, 170 hours 
training and supporting the crew and 46 hours out in the community.

From the feedback that our volunteers left we completed 73 HSC’s.

November

Hours generated – 547

54 hours completed on recruitment, going out and about in Bury advertising for 
future roles. 38 Posters were distributed.

202 hours completed working within the community.

71 hours on training our volunteers on Safe and Well.

55 HSC’s completed.

We are currently at 43 volunteers with 9 of those being inactive.

Recruitment

16 people have applied for BOR from our recent campaign.

Training

Safe and well Training has taken place for all CSA’s apprentice and sessional 
workers.

Each member of the team has had 8 days each safe and well training.

CSTL Kearney to attend a three day training event in January for First aid at work.



Other events

Mayor thanks GMFRS staff  
Greater Manchester's interim mayor Tony Lloyd contacted us to thank fire service staff for the 
sterling work done during the Boxing Day floods. Crews from Bury, Whitefield and 
Ramsbottom were at the heart of the response on Boxing Day responding to more than 30 
calls for help.

Here is his letter:

Dear all

The last twenty four hours have been both unexpected and unprecedented in the way Greater 
Manchester suffered at the impact of the flooding and the way in which our public services, utilities 
and individual volunteers, working together, responded to the challenge.
Fortunately there has been no loss of life or recorded serious injury which is hard to believe but is a 
measure of the response provided by all those involved.

All our thoughts are with those whose Christmas was destroyed when they were driven from the 
homes or are now trying to put those homes and lives back together.

But I want to offer my special thanks to all those in our Fire and Rescue Service who were there to 
help those in need when that need was at its greatest. The public are rightly grateful to each and 
every one for little acts of kindness through to the response needed that made people feel safe and 
helped them know that things would be alright.

I know both David Acton, Chair of GMFRS, and Peter O'Reilly, Chief Fire Officer, join me in our 
gratitude. There are simply too many great stories and too many people to thank individually. So on 
behalf of the people of Greater Manchester many thanks to you all.

Tony Lloyd
Greater Manchester Mayor 
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